Fact Sheet on the Payment of Salary
Equal Rights Division
Labor Standards Bureau

🔹 What is meant by “salary”?  

“Salary” is a regularly paid amount of money, constituting all or part of an employee’s wages, paid on a weekly or less frequent basis, that is not subject to reduction due to the quality or quantity of work performed. This is the general definition in federal law (29 CFR § 541.602). Since Wisconsin’s, overtime law does not define “salary,” and since Wisconsin’s overtime exemptions are interpreted in a manner consistent with federal interpretation, this is the applicable definition.

🔹 Which employees can be paid on a salary basis?  

Any employee can be paid on any basis – salary, hourly, commission, piece-rate, flat rate – as long as they receive minimum wage for all hours worked in the pay period, and as long as overtime is paid when required. Overtime is usually required at time and one-half the regular rate of pay for hours worked in excess of 40 in a week. There is a provision in the overtime regulations (Chapter DWD 274, Wisconsin Administrative Code) that “exempts” employees whose primary duty is administrative, executive, or professional work from overtime requirements. One of the requirements for each of these exemptions is that the employees are paid on a salary basis. Not all salaried employees are “exempt,” though. Employees must meet the definitions in the law in order to be classified as exempt. For more information on these definitions, see “Wisconsin Hours of Work and Overtime Law,” part of the Labor Standards Information Series.

🔹 Is there a limit to the number of hours that can be worked by salaried employees?  

No. Employers have the right to schedule employees as they feel is necessary. If the employee is not exempt, overtime must be paid for hours worked in excess of 40 in a week. In factories and mercantile establishments employees must have at least 24 consecutive hours of rest in each calendar week, under Wis. Stat. §103.85. Employers can require that employees work extra hours as they wish.

🔹 If a salary is based on working 45 hours per week, does the employer owe more money if the employee works more than 45 hours?  

This depends upon the wage agreement between the employer and the employee. If the employee were exempt as an executive, administrative employee, or professional, generally no additional pay would be owed unless there is some agreement for additional pay. For non-exempt salaried employees, the employer must pay overtime if the employee works more than 40 hours in a week. The employer may have to pay additional amounts if it is specified in the agreement that the salary is meant to
compensate for up to 45 hours. Contact the Equal Rights Division for additional information regarding this type of situation.

**How is overtime paid for salaried employees who are not exempt from overtime requirements?**

Overtime must be paid at time and one-half the regular rate of pay. The “regular rate” is an hourly rate that will change for a salaried employee based upon the number of hours worked in a week. Since salary constitutes wages at straight time for all hours worked, the employer owes an additional half time for the hours in excess of 40 in a week.

**Example:** A non-exempt employee is paid a salary of $500 per week, and they work 50 hours in a given week. Since the agreement is just that the employee will be paid a $500 salary, that sum would cover any number of hours worked. The regular rate for this week is the salary ($500) divided by the 50 hours worked, or $10.00. To pay overtime, the employer would divide the regular rate in half ($10.00 divided by 2, or $5.00), and then multiply that result by the 10 overtime hours. The overtime due for this week would be $50. The employee’s gross wages for the week, including overtime, would be $550 (the $500 salary plus $50 in overtime pay).

Wisconsin law allows this method of overtime compensation for salaried, non-exempt employees, but federal law may not. Contact the federal Wage and Hour Division ((608) 441-5221) for further information.

**Can an employer deduct from salary for partial days of absence?**

Generally, no. Deductions may not be made for partial days of absence, except in the case of authorized use of leave under the federal Family and Medical Leave Act.

**Can an employer make deductions from salary if an employee is sick?**

Yes, but only if the deduction is made in conjunction with a bona fide sick pay policy that provides payment for absences that occur because of illness or accident. If the employer has a sick pay policy, but the employee is not eligible for benefits under the policy for the first 90 days of employment, the employer may deduct for full days of absence due to illness during that first 90-day period. If the policy offers five sick days per year and the employee has used those days, deductions may be made for full days of absence due to illness after the sick pay has been used.
Can an employer prorate an employee’s salary when the business is shut down for part of a week due to a holiday or for another reason? What about when the business closes for a full week?

If work is not made available to employees paid on a salary basis for part of a workweek, the employer may not reduce the week’s salary. If work is not made available for an entire workweek, however, no salary needs to be paid.

Can an employer deduct for days missed due to jury duty? What about days missed due to an employee having to serve as a witness? What about days missed due to an employee having to serve temporary military leave?

An employer may not deduct from salary for absences that take place because of jury duty, attendance as a witness, or temporary military leave. The employer may, however, offset the salary by amounts received by the employee as jury or witness fees, or as military pay. It is important to note that the employer does not have to pay any salary if the employee does not work at all in a workweek for any of these reasons.

Can an employer prorate the salary if an employee is fired in the middle of a workweek?

Yes. Salary may be prorated for actual time worked in both the initial and terminal weeks of employment.

Does an employer have to pay holiday pay in addition to salary if other employees are paid holiday pay?

No. Employers are not obligated to make benefit payments beyond the regular salary just because they do so for hourly paid personnel. If they have agreed to do so, however, they must pay according to the agreement.

Can an employer require that employees use vacation or other leave time if they miss work or if they miss only part of a day of work?

Yes. An employer can require that employees use leave time to make up missed days, as long as the leave time is sufficient to replace what would otherwise be lost salary. This does not constitute a deduction of the salary for the week if the amount paid is the same.
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- **Can an employer prorate an employee’s salary if the employee has permanently changed from working 40 hours to working 30 hours per week?**

The answer is yes, but “prorate” is not the way to refer to this change. An employer may change the salary of an employee in a situation like this. Caution is advised, because changing the salary each week might be seen as payment of hourly wages rather than meeting the definition of salary basis.

- **Can an employer change the method of compensation for an employee from hourly to salary and back as it sees fit?**

Yes, but be careful. The employer may change the method of payment when it wishes, as long as the employer informs the employee prior to the performance of the work. If the employee is non-exempt, and the employer always pays overtime, this causes no particular problem. For exempt employees, there may be a problem, however. Repeated changes made simply to reduce overall wages and to avoid the payment of overtime may be viewed as not in keeping with “salary basis,” and the exemption may be lost. Be careful about making frequent changes.

- **What record-keeping requirements apply to employees paid on a salary basis?**

Employers in the State of Wisconsin must keep time and payroll records for most employees. The required records must include the time in and the time out on a daily basis, the total number of hours worked per day and per week, and the time in and out for meal periods if that time is deducted from hours worked. Meal periods may be deducted from hours worked if they are at least 30 consecutive minutes in duration, and if the employee is relieved of duty and free to leave the premises during the break. Note: Wisconsin law does not require meal periods or rest periods for adult employees. Minors may not work more than 6 consecutive hours without receiving a meal period of 30 consecutive minutes.

Employers are not required to keep time/payroll records for employees who are exempt from overtime requirements and paid on other than an hourly basis. Salaried employees *may be exempt* if they meet the salary basis test and a duties test for exempt administrative, executive, and/or professional employees.

For additional information about federal law, contact:

US DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION
740 REGENT ST
SUITE 102
MADISON WI 53715
Phone: (608) 441-5221

http://dwd.wisconsin.gov/er
For additional information, please contact us.

STATE OF WISCONSIN
DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
EQUAL RIGHTS DIVISION
LABOR STANDARDS BUREAU

PO Box 8928 819 N 6th St, Rm 723
Madison, WI 53708 Milwaukee, WI 53203
Phone: (608) 266-6860 Phone: (414) 227-4384
TTY: (608) 264-8752 TTY: (414) 227-4081

E-mail: erinfo@dwd.wisconsin.gov

The Department of Workforce Development is an equal opportunity employer and service provider. If you have a disability and need this information in an alternate format or need it translated to another language, please contact us.